
Mod 2 part 3 section 5 - How to Use LAPIT: Managing People(Contacts) 

Welcome to the How to Use LAPIT: Managing People(Contacts) CBT.  This is the final 
section of a five-section series that explains all the major functions of LAPIT.  This CBT 
will teach you how to create, manage, and remove contacts for a Local Agency, and 
how to manage Contact Types. 

Every Local Agency will have different people and companies associated with it, and 
one function of LAPIT is to make managing these lists of contacts easy.  Focus on a 
Local Agency and select the People (Contacts) tab to view a Local Agency’s contacts. 

The List pane displays each person associated with this Local Agency, along with their 
primary phone number.  Select a person to see their details.  Edit their basic information 
with the Edit link at the top of the Details pane.  Their other contact information, such as 
Phone number, Email, and Address is listed within the Details pane.  Use the Create 
New, Edit, and Delete links in each section to manage this information.  

Each Person associated with an Agency has some position there, such as Mayor, ADA 
Coordinator, or Local Agency Staff.  Each of these positions is called a Contact Type in 
LAPIT. To change the Types assigned to a Contact, select that person and select the 
Edit link at the top of the Manage Contact Types section.  Just check or uncheck the 
boxes next to each Type.   

Two Types function differently from the others:   

• Prime Contractor/Consultant is not editable – this Type can only be assigned to a 
contact from the Contract page.   

• Primary Point of Contact is a special type that is assigned by the FDOT District or 
Statewide Administrator when they are setting up a new Local Agency.  If an 
Agency has only one person listed as a Primary Point of Contact, this Type 
cannot be removed for that person. 

To see a list of all projects this contact is associated with, select the Show Projects link. 

A Local Agency may have more than one contact with each Type; for example, there 
could be more than one ADA Coordinator.  In that case, one of them must be 
designated as Primary; to change this designation, use the Manage Primaries link at the 
top of the List of contacts.  In the Manage Primaries screen, a drop-down box will list all 
the Types that are assigned to more than one contact at this Local Agency.  Choose a 
Type and all contacts with that Type will be displayed; select the radio button next to the 
contact who should be Primary. 

If a contact is no longer associated with a Local Agency, you can remove them from that 
Agency’s list of contacts by selecting their Manage Contact Types link, and unchecking 



the boxes for every Type.  Remember, Types represent what positions a person may 
hold with a Local Agency.  Once this contact has no positions at this Local Agency, they 
will be removed from the List of contacts. 

This concludes the How to Use LAPIT: Managing People (Contacts). 

 


